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“Even if something is left undone, everyone must take time to sit still and watch the leaves turn.” — Elizabeth Lawrence

Annual Meeting Coming Oct. 20th
JAMIE GRUENER

The Watts Hospital - Hillandale
Neighborhood Association will have our annual
meeting at the main auditorium at E.K. Powe Elementary School on Ninth Street on Oct. 20th. We
encourage all neighbors to come and participate.
This is an ideal opportunity to learn what the
WHHNA has been doing over the last year and
to provide input on activities for the coming year.
We’ll start with a quick review of the agenda,
followed by a report from the treasurer. Next will
be a review of the major stories of the year including updates on Club Boulevard traffic calming,
transition of the web site and mailing list to new
vendors, mailing list policy, INC hero awards,
recycling bins at neighborhood parks, historic
preservation applications, and a few more things.
Next, the membership votes on the slate of
candidates for the officers and board of directors
for the coming year. Following the vote, several
breakout tables will offer neighbors opportunities
to learn about ECWA (Ellerbe Creek Watershed Association), E.K. Powe Elementary and
Brogden Middle Schools, Durham CAN (Congregations Associations & Neighborhoods), and
biking in the neighborhood and Durham.
Please note that the agenda is subject to
change, but a final agenda will be made available through the neighborhood mailing list at
whhna-list@whhna.org. We look forward to
seeing you there!

PREPARING FOR HALLOWEEN
Trick or treating in our neighborhood always falls on Oct. 31. This year, Halloween
falls on a Saturday, so we expect hordes of minions, monsters and magical
creatures to descend upon the neighborhood as night falls.
Each year the count seems to get higher; last year one house reported handing
out candy to 1,900 trick-or-treaters. The largest crowds travel up and down
West Club Boulevard. The WHH Neighborhood Association helps keep the night
running smoothly by ordering traffic cones and hiring police officers to watch over
crossings. Thanks go to Larry Chapman for arranging this.
As always, we need volunteers to put out traffic cones at 5:30 p.m. and to pick
them up again at 10 p.m. The job only takes 20 or 30 minutes. If you can volunteer,
please contact Tom Miller at tom-miller1@nc.rr.com.
Some tips for those who are new to the neighborhood: assemble a crew to take
shifts passing out candy, or offer to help your neighbors on Club with the job. Just
turn your porch lights off when you run out of goodies — some neighbors barely
make it to 8 p.m. And finally, have fun!

Development continues on Ninth Street while new tenants Vintage
Home South and Epa Chamo Bar and Grill join the shopping district.
Read more in our Development Roundup inside.
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Comings & Goings
If you know a new neighbor or are one yourself, please contact
Wendi Gale: wendigale@gmail.com
After growing up in the Midwest and spending five years in Indianapolis, CARRIE BLATTEL
and GREG WAGNER relocated to Durham to pursue new jobs and better weather. They spent
two years falling in love with Durham and in July finally found a new home at 2312 Albany St. They
both love going to old movies at the Carolina Theatre and trying all the dessert spots in Durham. As
Carrie so rightly says, “WHH is the ideal place to call home.”
For those of you who missed the fun introduction ELAINE MCNEILL sent via the listserv to
introduce herself and her mate ANN LOUISE BARRICK, here is a snapshot. Ann Louise and
Elaine left their 47 acre farm of 29 years in Stem to join the neighborhood at 1920 Sprunt Ave. at
August’s end. They brought with them their two friendly border terriers, SPUDDER and DJ.
Ann Louise is retired from psychology and Elaine from teaching and carpentry. As Elaine explained,
they are all “harmless and our bark is worse than our bite. This seems a lovely, quiet neighborhood
and we’re delighted to be here.”
After a long road through graduate school (for literature), farm school (for farming), then grad school
again (on the literature of farming), SASKIA CORNES moved to Durham a year ago from Brooklyn
to take the helm at the Duke Campus Farm, a one acre working farm on a mission to change the food
system. More recently Saskia has settled into 1320 Clarendon. She loves growing and sharing food
and welcomes you out to the farm, across from the Carolina Friends School in Chapel Hill.
DAN DIVIS and his wife ANNE WEAVER moved from New Orleans in the summer of 2014
and looked for a home in the neighborhood for a year before finally getting lucky. They recently moved
into 1411 Maryland Ave. with their rescue cat, MEERA. Although New Orleans is where Anne
attended medical school at Tulane, both Dan and Anne are Davidson College graduates and have
always considered the Triangle home. Anne is a second-year resident at Duke and Dan works as a
warehouseman on Rigsbee Avenue and on the after-school staff at Duke School. Dan and Anne both
enjoy outdoor activities, sports (ultimate Frisbee and soccer), reading, and just relaxing. Dan writes,
“Something that we were not aware of until we moved in is how nice it is to have warm, welcoming
and friendly neighbors. It is something that we have been missing without even realizing that we were
missing it. We love the ‘true’ neighborhood feel that we get from this place.”
LAUREN DODSON, ANDREW ‘FARRIS,’ LUKE the dog, and MILA the cat recently
purchased 2329 Englewood Ave. Lauren lived in Woodcroft for many years and Farris moved from
Saxapahaw. Farris is a practicing criminal defense attorney and Lauren serves as a client relationship
manager for the Law Offices of James Scott Farrin. Lauren says, “We are looking forward to getting
involved in the neighborhood, meeting a lot of great people, and spending our evenings on our porch
after long days of getting used to being homeowners for the first time. We encourage anyone and
everyone to stop in and say hello!”
SARA and TAYLOR GIBSON and their cat LUNA moved to 1509 Carolina Ave. in July after
living in Holly Springs for two years while looking for the perfect home. Sara grew up in Raleigh and
Taylor grew up in Connecticut. They met at Georgia Tech and then moved from Atlanta to Dallas
before settling here. Taylor started his third year of teaching math at the N.C. School of Science and
Mathematics. He is also an assistant coach for the cross country team, so you may see him running
with students around the neighborhood. Sara works for Hazen and Sawyer, a consulting firm in Raleigh, as an environmental engineer designing and improving drinking water treatment plants. Sara
and Taylor enjoy reading, cooking, snowboarding, playing board games, and drinking local brews.
(continued on page 6)
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Community News
ARTISTS AND VOLUNTEERS SOUGHT
FOR ARTWALK
GALIA GOODMAN

The annual WHH/OWD and Friends Artwalk will take place on
Sunday, Nov. 8th from 12-6 p.m. If you would like to participate as an
artist or if you would be willing to host an artist in your home, please email
Galia Goodman, coordinator, at galiaarts@gmail.com. If you would like to
volunteer a few hours to make this event happen, please email to the above as
well. Information and applications, which must be downloaded and mailed
with a check to the address on the application, are available on www.whhna.
org. To see what the Artwalk offered in previous years and to keep up to
date on this year’s planning, visit www.facebook.com/WHHArtWalk.

SGT. DALE GUNTER NAMED OFFICER
OF THE YEAR
In June, Sgt. Dale Gunter was named Durham Police Department’s 2015 Officer of the Year. He has our hearty congratulations. Sgt.
Gunter joined the Durham police force back in 1994. Almost immediately
he demonstrated a special knack for neighborhood service. In addition to his
regular police work, he subscribes to nearly 30 neighborhood lists and regularly responds to neighbors’ posts about safety, crime, and suspicious activity.
A neighbor’s general post to the list, “Maybe Sgt. Gunter will know….”
will invariably bring him into action. His posts are helpful, informative,
sensitive, sometimes corny (“Be Alert...The World Needs More Lerts!”),
and often wickedly witty. He’s not just a community relations guy. He’s the
head of the HEAT 2 team – that’s High Enforcement Arrest Team – which
means that he is boots-on-the-ground when some serious police work is
necessary. In our district, Sgt. Gunter is the department’s everywhere man.
He attends all the PAC 2 meetings. He’s a regular at the July 4 parade and
National Night Out events — and he really enjoys it. This police officer is
on a first-name basis with everyone. So of course Dale Gunter is our Officer
of the Year — every year.

PROTECT YOUR TREES FROM
CANKERWORMS
Learn what steps you can take to help protect Durham’s trees from
cankerworms in your yard and your community at one of two workshops on
the schedule for October. Cankerworms are the pesky, green inchworms that
fall from trees in the spring, devouring leaves and making it difficult for the
trees to make their own food. Trees Across Durham will explain all about
cankerworms and how to band trees to reduce the population of these pests.
The workshops will be on Thursday, Oct. 8, at 7:30 p.m. and Sunday, Oct.
25, at 2 p.m., at the Durham Main Library (300 N. Roxboro St.) Some other
important dates to remember: tree bands should be put up by Turkey Day,
and taken down by St. Patrick’s Day. Supplies are often for sale at Stone Bros.
& Byrd downtown. The library will again offer free tree banding kits for
checkout. For more information, email Megan Carroll at mcarroll@dconc.gov.
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Upcoming Neighborhood
Meetings and Events
Oct. 20

 nnual Neighborhood Board Meeting, 7 p.m.,
A
at E.K. Powe Elementary School

Oct. 31

 alloween trick or treating, from dusk until the
H
candy runs out

Nov. 8	12th annual WHH/OWD Artwalk, 12–6 p.m.
Nov. 3	Neighborhood Board Meeting, 7 p.m.,
at the home of Volker Blum, 2403 W. Club
Dec. 8

 eighborhood Board Meeting, 7 p.m., at the
N
home of Catie and Reed Shaffer, 3112 Sprunt

Dec. 20	Neighborhood Night of Lights, at dusk

DURHAM CAN INVITES
NEIGHBORHOOD INVOLVEMENT
M E L A N I E M I D D L E TO N

Some of you might not know that our neighborhood is a member
of Durham CAN (Congregations, Associations and Neighborhoods). And
still more, those of you new to the neighborhood or to Durham might not be
familiar with Durham CAN and the impact this organization can have on
our city. You are invited to an “info session” on Oct. 11 to meet the director
of Durham CAN and learn more how you CAN be involved. Please call
Melanie Middleton at 919-308-7691 to register for this important (free)
event. She will provide the hospitality.

SAFETY CORNER — GET TO KNOW
YOUR NEIGHBORS
DEAN MICHAELS

One of the easiest and simplest safety steps families can take
is to get to know the people you live around. Close-knit neighborhoods
generally report fewer break-ins, because strangers will stick out and people
are more likely to keep an eye out for one another.
Our neighborhood used to have a formal network of neighborhood block
captains. This became difficult to manage in such a large neighborhood,
but the same results can still be accomplished one block at a time by a core
group of engaged individuals. One example of this group participation
(continued on page 8)
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Development Round-up
After 27 years at 717 Iredell St., ARÊTE

FRAME GALLERY is moving to 716 15th St.
Owners Holly and Redouane Benezerga expect
to open for business in their new location by Nov.
1. In addition to their expert framing services,
they will host events featuring local artists. Interestingly, both the old Iredell Street location and
the new 15th Street location are houses originally
built by Erwin Mills for mill hands in the 1890s.
On Ninth Street, once-empty store fronts
are finding new tenants. In July, VINTAGE
HOME SOUTH opened in the newly restored
Whitmore Bakery Building. This locally owned
home décor business adds variety to the Ninth
Street scene. Owner Jen Devlin only works with
artisans or really small firms. All the furniture she
sells is one-of-a-kind or of limited quantity. If you
see something you would like tweaked a bit, Jen
can arrange a custom-made piece. Some items are
very local – throw pillows in white cotton sacking with “27705” and “27701” printed on them.
Our best information is that the space next door
is soon to become a specialty coffee shop tentatively named GEORGE’S JAVA (no connection
to George Bakatsias of “George’s Garage” fame).
Also on Ninth, witnesses report that the folks
from WAFFLE HOUSE are still working to
make half the building where Charlie’s Pub used
to be the chain’s newest restaurant. The space is
small. If deal goes through, it will be interesting to see what an urban-scaled Waffle House
looks like. The prevailing rumor is that the other
half may become a new location of JIMMY’S
FAMOUS HOTDOGS.
A little further down Ninth, EPA CHAMO
BAR AND GRILL has opened to good reviews in the spot that used to be Mitch’s. Owners
Mike and Carmen Gutierrez have put together
a menu based on traditional Venezuelan street
food. Arepas, grilled or fried Venezuelan corn
cakes stuffed with meats and cheeses, are the
centerpiece. The signature cocktail is the Venezuela Libre – a drink layered to mimic the red,
yellow, and blue of the Venezuelan flag. Epa
Chamo means “Hey Dude!” Across the street at
703 Ninth, in the spot that old-timers remember
as the West Durham Post Office, January will
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bring a Durham edition of the juice and salad bar
HAPPY + HALE. Because the Ninth Street
location will be bigger than the Raleigh store,
owners Tyler Helikson and Matt Whitley plan to
move their juice production to Durham. Patrons
will be able to watch the five-foot tall juicer do
its thing. There will also be sit-down dining and
a yoga studio.
It is said that all good things must come to
an end. In the case of AVID VIDEO on Perry
Street, it is true. Jason Jordan first opened Avid
on Guess Road 20 years ago. At the time, there
were nearly 30 movie rental places in the Triangle.
Today, only Avid remains. Avid has been a local
jewel. Its selection of films is remarkable and carefully keyed to its West Durham customer base. It
has co-sponsored the Movie-in-the-Park project
which Old West Durham neighbor John Killeen
has organized for us over the last two years.
Watts-Hillandalers are sorry to watch Avid go.
LOCOPOPS is moving. At the end of August, Locopops owner and former WHHNA
board member Summer Bicknell purchased the
building in the northeast corner of the intersection of Trent Drive and Hillsborough Road.
It was originally built around 1915 as a large
two-story home with a multi-gabled peaked
roof. The second story was removed to conform
to the fire code when the house became a day-care
business. As part of her up-fit of the building,
Summer plans to replace today’s flat roof with a
new peaked one and extend a porch to the west.
Locopops will continue in its current location this
fall and will open in its new home in March 2016.
The e-mail list has been alive with good
reports about MESA LATIN KITCHEN,
the new restaurant that has replaced Gregoria’s
at the Trent-Hillsborough intersection. The
owner, Fares Hanna, has not changed, but the
name, menu, and concept have changed. Where
Gregoria’s served a Cuban-style menu, Mesa is
a Latin tapas restaurant featuring ceviches, empanadas, ribs, and sliders. James Beard Award
winner Douglas Rodriguez is the chef. Just across
Trent, work continues apace on the old Jim’s Party Store building, the future home of a second
COCOA CINNAMON. The up-fit of the
space is being funded in part by a Community
Sourced Capital #squareholder campaign. Look

for a fall opening. Stripped of many years’ worth
of accreted additions and awnings, the original
building looks fresh and new. Architect and
neighbor Coby Linton is the owner-developer.
He carefully saved the old Jim’s sign painted on
the side of the building. Linton Architects will
also occupy space in the building.
Over at the corner of Guess Road and Broad
Street, it looks like the long-shuttered Community National Bank building may soon open up as
a branch of Virginia-based CARTER BANK
& TRUST. Carter representatives told neighbors that the branch will open next year after
some extensive work to the building. Carter has
123 branches in Virginia and North Carolina.
There is a Carter branch on North Roxboro
Road near Horton. The Guess Road building
was originally built in the 1970s as a branch of
Guaranty State Bank.

Hillandale Road Property
Offered as Commercial
TO M M I L L E R

In the spring, neighbors north of the golf
course grew concerned when the “for sale” sign on
the vacant property at 1732 and 1734 Hillandale opposite St. Luke’s Church sported a placard which
said “commercial.” The property extends back to
a street between Hillandale and Tampa Avenue
called Chesterfield Avenue and contains more than
two acres. The property is zoned residential.
In addition to the “commercial” sign now on
the property, the agent who has it listed for sale
stated on his web page that the property “…can
be used as multi-family residential or commercial
use.” The neighborhood association has written
to the agent to inform him that the property is
zoned residential and has asked him not to represent the property as commercial.
In the late 1980s, the property was at the
center of a huge controversy over the future of
Hillandale Road. The land was then zoned office-institutional and was slated to become a Red
Roof Inn. At the same time, other developers applied to build motels immediately to the north
and south of the property. The prospect of three
highway-style motels in a row on Hillandale be-
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Neighborhood
tween I-85 and the golf course alarmed the neighborhood. The new Watts Hospital-Hillandale
Neighborhood Association resolved to fight the
conversion of Hillandale into a commercial strip.
After hearing from both sides, the council voted
to protect the neighborhood in both cases.
The developers sued over the decision and
the case ultimately went to the North Carolina
Supreme Court. In 1989, the court sided with
the neighborhood and decided that the property
could be used for residential purposes.
Hillandale Road in Watts-Hillandale is one
of the few attractive entrances to Durham from
the interstate. Others, like Roxboro, Guess, and
Hillsborough Roads, are cluttered with a mishmash of signs, parking lots, and fast food restaurants. Hillandale is different. Trees and homes
take the place of signs and parking lots. The long
vacant property on the west side of the road has
recently been developed into lovely new homes
facing Arrowhead. The vacant property on the
east side of Hillandale can also be developed for
new homes in similar fashion. Hillandale Road on
this side of I-85 should remain residential.

ECWA Has Big Plans for Fall
STEVE COHN

Fall is always a very active time for the
Ellerbe Creek Watershed Association, and this
year will be no different.
If you’re interested in beavers, come on out
to the Beaver Marsh Preserve on Oct. 24 at 10
a.m., when WHHNA neighbor Larry Brockman
will be leading a wildlife hike with a focus on
beavers. Space is limited, but you can sign up in
advance on the ECWA website at http://www.
ellerbecreek.org/en/support/event-signup.html.
The same web page will also let you sign up for
a Nov. 8, 2 p.m. nature hike at ECWA’s newest,
largest, and not-yet-open-to-the-public Veasey
Farm Preserve.
Watch the ECWA website for other fall
events, including monthly Family Explorers Club
nature walks designed for families with kids 0 to
5 (but everyone is welcome) as well as frequent
workdays on our nature preserves. The annual
workday sponsored by WHHNA in the 17-Acre
Wood where Ellerbe Creek runs through our
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neighborhood will be happening on Feb. 20 next
year. I’ll provide more detailed information in the
next issue of PARADE, in the hope of getting
another great turnout like we had in 2015.
Finally, ECWA is on the verge of adding a
sixth preserve, “The Rocks,” with the final purchase coming any day now on a beautiful creekside parcel that sits right across Broad Street from
where the expanded West Ellerbe Creek Trail
will eventually join the city trail system. Watch
for more news about this preserve in future issues
of PARADE.
All is still proceeding as it should towards
a February 2016 construction start (and then a
February 2017 completion date) for the extension
of the City’s West Ellerbee Creek Trail across
Guess Road, along the creek past North Pointe,
and all the way to Broad Street near its intersection with Stadium Drive. Our enthusiastic
project manager for the city, Jessica Kemp, tells
me that quotes will be requested for construction
administration. After that, the final greenway
easements should be closed in October, and then
the NCDOT should be able to certify the right of
way, after which they will be asked by the city to
authorize the construction. After authorization,
the construction work can be bid out in November/December, and then the starting gun for the
actual construction work can go off in February.
Boy, does it take a lot of steps to build a city
trail. But we’re almost there, and all looks good.

Traffic Signal Study Underway
at Indian Trail
T E R R I S AY E

With just one entrance and exit out
of Hillandale Commons, it is very difficult to
get into and especially out of our neighborhood.
There are frequent accidents at the intersection of
Indian Trail and Hillandale Road. This summer, a
couple who lives in our neighborhood had an accident while trying to cross Hillandale Road that
totaled their car. Luckily, they were not seriously
injured thanks to deployed airbags.
In June, I contacted the N.C. Department of
Transportation and the City of Durham about
the possibility of installing a traffic signal at the

NOTABLE
HAPPENINGS
IN OUR NECK OF
THE WOODS

intersection of Hillandale Road and Indian Trail.
City staffer Larry McGlothlin said that the last
traffic study completed in this area was in December 2012 and that they certainly could do another
traffic study, which would take four to six weeks
to complete.
On July 9th, they placed traffic strips on Hillandale and Indian Trail to collect speed and volume statistics. I called the next day to let them
know that the volume of traffic was not nearly
the volume that occurs when Duke University
and Durham Public Schools are in session. They
agreed to redo the traffic strips in early September.
Since then, McGlothlin has confirmed that
the volume of traffic on Hillandale is significant
but that there is not a significant amount of traffic
trying to enter and exit Indian Trail, especially
on the Hillandale Commons side. Although this
by itself does not disqualify the area for a traffic
light, it does diminish the perceived need for one
to be installed.
The city agreed to forward the recommendation to N.C. DOT when it is presented. Mr. McGlothlin also mentioned that when the residents
of this area denied the request to make Hillandale
Road four lanes from St. Luke’s to Broad Street,
that in itself hurt our chances to get a traffic signal.
In the meantime, I have spoken with the Hillandale Golf Course to see if they would be willing to ask their patrons to use Indian Trail to at
least exit their property during the next traffic
volume study, which should be completed by
October. We’ll update neighborhood residents
in the next issue of the PARADE.

Neighborhood Trees to Come Down
BRANDEE GRUENER

Since our last report in the PARADE,
Duke Energy’s landscaping contractor and the
city’s Urban Forestry Division have been busy
working to bring down 50 trees in a smattering of
older neighborhoods. The need has become even
more apparent since severe pruning by Asplundh
earlier this year. Two mature willow oaks on the
2000 block of West Club Boulevard appear to
have died. According to Urban Forestry Manager
Alex Johnson, browning may continue now that
(continued on page 6)
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the city has put in new sidewalk on that block.
Construction crews often have to sever roots
when installing sidewalks, he said.
As of the time we went to press, Johnson
estimated that Asplundh would remove seven
trees on Club by mid-October. Johnson could
not give a “reliable estimate” on when the city
would remove another five.
“I’d say ‘Don’t park under them, and if you’re
going to be driving around during a storm, be
careful, ‘” Johnson said.
The 12 trees scheduled for removal are located
between 1900 and 2300 Club. Johnson said his
small crew can only cut down two trees per week.
That’s why he asked Duke Energy to pitch in and
start removing trees after the pruning this summer.
“They left us with something that was no longer, in my mind, assets to the community, and they
should go ahead and finish the job,” Johnson said.

Legislature Repeals Time-Honored
Protest Petition Right
TO M M I L L E R

O n J u ly 15 , the N.C. General Assembly
passed House Bill 201, stripping away the 90
year-old right of neighbors to file a formal protest
petition against an unwanted rezoning. Gov. McCrory signed the bill into law two days later. The
bill’s passage was the culmination of a three-year
campaign by the North Carolina Homebuilder’s
Association to increase developers’ power in local
land-use decisions at the expense of ordinary citizens. The new law went into effect on Aug. 1 and
applies to all rezonings initiated after that date.
Under the old law, if the owners of 5% of
surrounding land signed a petition objecting to
a rezoning, three-fourths of city council would
have to vote for the rezoning to successfully pass
it. The right to file a protest petition came from
the early 1920s, when the federal government
urged state and local governments to adopt zoning
rules to make a safe regulatory environment for
development. North Carolina adopted the model
laws in 1923.
Protest petitions were filed in fewer than 10
percent of North Carolina rezoning cases, but
the right to file a petition brought developers to
the negotiating table. The result, oftentimes, was
a much improved development project. Over the
years, Watts-Hillandale neighbors relied on the
petition right to successfully combat commercial
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rezonings on Hillandale and Guess Roads. Now,
North Carolinians have lost a right still enjoyed
by most citizens across the country. It is now up
to city planning departments and elected city
officials to build better protections for neighborhoods into city planning policies and zoning
codes. Neighborhoods must build strong organizations and take an active role in land use matters.

Wood Burning in the Hood
L A R RY B R O C K M A N

As cooler weather and the fireplace season is fast approaching, it’s a good time to follow
these tips for burning cleaner:
Pollution. Although most people have positive associations with wood burning fires to
heat their home or to enjoy the ambiance, it is
important to know that wood smoke is made up
of potentially harmful microscopic particles and
toxic harmful air pollutants including benzene
and formaldehyde. These tiny particles in wood
smoke can affect your health, including triggering
asthma attacks and increasing risk of heart attacks.
Fireplace Options. The majority of WHH
homes have an open hearth masonry fireplace,
which can produces lots of wood smoke and is
typically very inefficient. They produce little heat
for your home and may in fact take more heat from
your house than provided. The cleanest burning
and most energy efficient option to your open fire-

(continued from page 5)

place is a natural gas direct-vent fireplace. There
are fireplace stores in Chapel Hill and Raleigh
that sell these appliances.
Wood Burning Tips. If you do burn wood
in your fireplace or wood stove, you can make
a huge difference in the amount of wood smoke
you produce and can improve your efficiency by
seasoning your fire wood and building small,
hot fires. It is critical that your firewood is split
(smaller pieces dry better and burn better) and
stored in a dry area for at least 6 months. Also,
consider using all natural manufactured firelogs in
your fireplace as they typically burn cleaner than
firewood. Be sure to burn only one log at a time.
For more information on burning cleaner, go to:
http://www.epa.gov/burnwise/bestburn.html
Firewood. Fifty percent of the weight of
unseasoned firewood can be from water in the
wood, which then keeps the wood from burning efficiently. Poor combustion of the wood may
prevent your chimney from getting warm enough
to pull the smoke up the chimney and instead release smoke into your home. Inefficient burning of
your wood can causes creosote to build up in your
chimney – a fire hazard. In addition, poor combustion creates excessive smoke in the neighborhood,
potentially impacting your neighbors’ health.
If you are wondering if your wood is seasoned
(wood moisture ~20%) just let me know, and
you can use my wood moisture meter to test your
wood or I can test the wood for you. Email me at
Brockman.larry@gmail.com.

Comings & Goings

(continued from page 2)

When ELIZABETH and JORDAN JONES discovered they were expecting their first child,
they began looking for a home. They purchased 2021 Pershing in April and worked on improvements until moving in with their dachshund-basset mix WILLY on July 25, one day before their
son JAMES came into this world. In addition to being new parents, Jordan works in downtown
Durham and with the UNC School of Government in Real Estate Development. Elizabeth serves
as an ESL teacher at Maureen Joy Charter School in East Durham. They chose to move because they
heard great things about the neighborhood from some of Jordan’s colleagues, and loved the historic
charm. They are also excited about using Oval Park in the near future.
EDNA WILLIAMS and her daughter and son-in-law, ROBIN and JACK MOORE, moved
to Maryland Avenue from only five miles away just to be in this wonderful neighborhood. They are
loved and protected by SCOOTER, a beautiful Havanese dog. Although their son, AUSTIN,
lives in Raleigh, both he and his dad are N.C. State graduates and now work side by side. Jack owns
and operates Gateway Building Company as a commercial contractor. Robin served as a preschool
teacher for 14 years at Duke Memorial Weekday School prior to becoming her mother’s caretaker.
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These businesses are sponsoring this newsletter. Please support them as they support us.
Please contact Dean Michaels at winebydean@gmail.com to reserve space for your ad.

720 Ninth Street 919 286-2700
www.regulatorbookshop.com
“The neighborhood’s bookstore since 1976”

Your full service, AAHA accredited
veterinary hospital for all of your
pet’s life stages.

Donald Hoover, DVM
Practice Owner Since 1992

Maia Broussard, DVM, CVA, CCRP

Ask about our Wellness Clinic:
No office fee for well pets
$6 Canine Rabies Vaccine
$15 each for other vaccines

Wellness Clinic appointment times
are limited. Please call to schedule.

Offering acupuncture and therapeutic laser services.
Experienced, individualized, progressive care for
your pets.

919-383-5578
www.westsideanimal.com
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exists north of the golf course on Tampa and Alabama. Once a year, the
neighbors are invited to a block party pitch-in. Not only does everyone get
to meet their neighbors, but a sign-in sheet is passed so they can all have
each other’s contact information in the event that something goes awry or
seems suspicious.

Studies have consistently found that this sort of program effectively
reduces crime and violence in neighborhoods. If you’re a renter, there is
even more incentive to get to know your community because renters are
85% more likely to experience a break-in.
Remember if it looks suspicious, it probably is – call 911 and report it!

Classes for people of
all shapes and sizes!
Ballet  Lyrical  Jazz
 Modern
Tap Hip-Hop  Break Dance
Belly Dance  African  Salsa
Swing  Pilates  CardioFunk
Kids’ classes  & More!

1920 1/2 Perry St, Durham (919)286-6011
ninthstreetdance.com
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